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1. In April 2020 you really can't see many people ... the shops.

2. I met a friend of mine, Jack, in the bus the other day.

3. Finish the sentence: My parents rarely let him ...

4. ''Telephones are baned when we are eating together at home.''The sentence is correct.

5. Choose the correct pair - there are two correct answers.

6. Everybody is learning English nowadays. Which sentence from below follows?

A at

B in

T True

F False

A stay out after midnight.

B to stay out after midnight.

C stays out after midnight.

D doesn't stay out after midnight.

T True

F False

A Shall we do something? - I don't want stay at home all day.

B Why don't we go on a bike ride? - I don't feel like cycling.

C Let's do something different today. - OK. What do you want to do?

D We'll go to the cinema? - That's like a good idea.

E How about going to the cinema? - I really feel like going to the cinema.

A But only a little students have an English dictionary.

B Also a few students have an English dictionary.

C A few students have an English dictionary too.

D However, only a few students have an English dictionary.



7. If you want others to hear or listen to your phone conversation, you can put them on ...

8. Can we meet later tonight, Jack? - Sorry, I can't. I'll have a meeting with my parents at 8.

9. In the 1920s, astronomer Edwin Hubble ... that there are many galaxies beyond the Milky Way.

10. The Aztec built great cities in the fourteenth century but I
believe their human sacrifices were cruel and ... .

A voicemail

B speakerphone

C ringtone

D text message

T True

F False

A invented

B included

C finded out

D discovered

A useless

B usefully

C useful

D unusefull



11. There are many different ... at the museum of
Natural history. They make a great exhibition
worth seeing. ONE WORD for your answer only!
And it's not 'animals' or 'things'! The correct
answer is hidden in the sentence itself!

12. I was going to primary school for nine years.

13. The two World Wars in the 20th century were ...

14. The little boy is ... on the beach and reading a
book. One word only for your answer.

15. Peter is a hard worker. He works hard. Both sentences are correct.

T True

F False

A brave

B awful

C boring

D cruelty

T True

F False



16. Shh! Please, be ... ! The baby is sleeping. One word only for your answer.

17. Plural form of ''a millennium'' is ... .

18. One point zero zero five. Write the numbers!

19. I think Albert Einstein was not just smarter than other scientists at his time but really the ... .
One word in your answer only - solution is hidden in the sentence.



20. A person who likes challenges is .... And a person who likes telling others what to do is ... .

A reserved - bossy

B bossy - clever

C competitive - bossy

D bossy - fit


